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Commission on Graduates of Foreign Nursing Schools 
3624 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19104 U.S.A. • Telephone: (215) 349-8767 
Cable: CGFNS. Philadelphia, U.S.A . 
• 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
NEW U.S. :IMlllGRATIOH ROLE REQUIRES PASSING CGFNS EXAM FOR PREFERENCE VISA; 
NEXT CGFNS EXAM SCHEDULED OCTOBER 1, 1980 
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. -- The U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) published 
anew rule, effective May 16, 1980, requiring graduates of foreign nursing schools who seek 
a n~n-immigrant occupational preference visa (H-1) to pass the Commission on Graduates of 
Foreign Nursing Schools (CGFNS) Qualifying Examination. This new ruling, published in the 
Federal Register April 16, 1980, affects all• foreign nurse graduates (FNGs), including .. Cana-
dians, unless the FNGs have obtained a full and unrestricted license to practice profe~sional 
nursing in the state of intended employment. 
Proposed U.S. Department Of Labor Rule 
In addition, the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) has issued a proposed new rule which 
requires FNGs to pass the CGFNS examination if they seek a labor certificate in order to 
obtain a third or sixth occupational preference visa. In a step preceding the DOL rule's 
enactment, this proposal was published in the Federal Register on January 22, 1980. Final 
publication and enactment of this new rule is expected in the near future. 
roFNS President Cites Turn Arowid In Pass Rate On State Licensing Exam 
I 
Jessie Scott, newly-elected President of CGFNS' Board of Trustees, points out that the 
latest statistics show CGFNS is achieving the.purposes for which it was established. Of 
those FHGs who have taken and pa,ssed the CGFNS exam, come to ~e u.s. and taken the state 
licensing exam (SB'l'PE), 801 have passed the SBTPE and hold a license to practice as a regis-
tered nurse (R.H.). This contrasts sharply with the fact that in recent years, only about 
201 of the foreign nurses passed the state licensing exam. 
•The a;FHS examination, which determines the nurliee' ability to pass the stnto Ucen-
they come to the United States, helps protect those foreign nurAe• 
11ew o.s. i.d.gratioa 8a1e Requires Passing Cl.iPIIS Eull For Preference Visas 
lllrXt (DBS EJtaa Scbe<luJied October 1, 1980 
who are not prepared for professional practice in this country against relocation costs, 
i,erscmal dlsaJ,iJOintaent, and possible exploitation,• said CGFNS President Scott, "and at the 
same time, it helps assure the American health care consumer of ndnillrJm safe practices." 
Fifth (X;FNS Exam To Be Held OCtober 1 
'1'he next CGFNS examination will be given OCtober 1, 1980-in 36 cities around the world, 
including 3 cities in Canada and 5 cities in the united States. (The list·of test centers 
appears below.) 
Examination applications and Guidebooks for Applicants- are available from CGFNS, at 
3624 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19104, and from U.S. Embassies and National Nurses' 
Associations in foreign coun'=ries. Filing deadline for the OCtober exam is July· 14, 1980. 
It is most important that interested nurses submit their app1ications well before the July 14 
deadline to allO'oi time for completion of their applications in case supplementary. materials 
are necessary. 
CGFNS is sponsored by·the American Nurses' Association an~ the National League for 
Nursing and is presently operating under a grant from the Kellogg Foundation. 
Examination Sites 
These are the·countries and cities outside of the u.s: where the October 1, _1980 exam 
is scheduled: 
Australia Melbourne lC'uwait Kuwait 
Barbados Bridgetown Mexico Mexico City 
canada Montreal Netherlands J\msterdam 
Canada Toronto New Zealand Wellington 
canada Vancouver Nigeria Lagos 
Denmark Copenhagen Pakistan Lahore 
France Paris Philippines Manila 
Gemany Frankfurt south Africa Johannesbu~g 
Guyana Georgetown Sweden Stockholm 
Haiti Port-au-Prince ~itzerland Geneva 
Hong Kong Hong Kong Taiwan Taipei 
Ireland Dublin Thailand Bangkok 
Israel ,"Tel Aviv Trinidad & Tobago Port-of-Spain 
Jamaica Xingston United Kingdom. London 
Japan 'rokyo Zambia Lusaka 
!Corea Seoul 
::tn the United States. the exam will be given in: Chicago~ .Houston, Los Angeles, Miami and 
Hew York. 
Ill 
t 
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NATIONAL BLACK NURSE~ ASSOCIATION, INC. 
POSITION STATEMENT ON THE AMERICAN NURSE~ ASSOCIATION 
1985 ENTRY INTO PRACTICE RESOLUTION 
Following a detailed reviewandassessmentofthe 1985 Entry Into Practice Resolution passed 
by the American Nurses' Association; the National Black Nurses• Association is compelled 
to stand in strong opposition to this resolution and believes it should be rescinded. 
The 1985 Resolution in part states that " •.. the educational requirement for a license as a 
professional nurse will be a baccalaureate degree in nursing and for technical nurse an 
associate degree ... " ~{,_,.,t_;J,J.,J -1--•:.u../.~_,., .. -' 
The essence of this resolution is based on an elitist positiq_n}and assumption which totally 
disregards the currenwalities facing overwhelll)Jng num rs of Black nurses. 
This Resolution does not seriously consider and/or address the following crucial realities: i j 1 ..... the serious laclc of access to baccalaureate programs to insure opportunities for i st1,1dy at this level. 
• - _,:t, , 2 .... the lack of a clearly defined pattern of articulation between practical nurse and ~-.:'... .J::\:>, J:)., associate degree programs and associate and baccalaureate degree programs to insure t 1 - J ... ,_ the opportunity for career mobility and advancement. 
f_,. \.,, · ,,.v~ 3 .... the paucity of financial support from governmental and private funding sources J for Black nursing students and for educational institutions to insure the possibility of 
f i)->rf.:<J_,.-P baccalaureate education. 
c,,,,. ;/~ 4 ..•. the absence of a detailed educational plan which supports and encourages regis-t J,.v, ,V tered nurses to secure baccalaureate degrees in order to maintain and increase the f o~'( ct•" , f A Historic:~;:;i:; ~~a:isn::;~~ ::;f:~~y~~~:::u:a~:/~~e:~::-~~: ~:1:::·~' ~-,r~~ ~/ 
t delivery system, has resulted in significant increases in and therefore a disproportionate 
1 
.. ,.... ·-.f,{ number of practical and associate degree nurses. The majority of Black nurses do not hold 
I 
Y-" 1 -rbaccalaureate degrees in nursing. Black nurses through ability and commitment have demon-
•{V:: , i--1-' strated excellence in practice. Black nurses provide nursing care to most of the minority 1 · .1-~· population especially in the urban areas of the United States. Moreover, Black nurses have, 
o-f} -(• ·' through necessity, utmzed alternative pathways for educational achievement and quality 
nursing practice. 
NBNA will utilize all available opportunities to promote its belief that any attempts or plans 
to standardize and clarify levels of nursing education and practice must guarantee drastically 
improved: 
1 .... accessibility to educational programs. 
2 .... opportunities and support for career mobility and advancement. 
3 .... financial support for students and educational institutions. J Further, any implementation_plan must provide unquestionable and objective assurance that . "grandfathering" will not adversely affect the future educational career opportunities for o.Y../ Black nurses. The end result must be that Black nurses be maintained in leadership positions 
J',D- and, moreover, that their numbers be substantially increased. 
jl}- The NBNA strongly urges all minority nurses to coalesce and apply multiple pressure on the 
American Nurses' Association, other nursing organizations and on state legislators, to oppose 
this Resolution and any proposed legislation which supports it. 
(- Lastly, it must be clearly understood that the NBNA supports excellence in health care de-
livery and education for health care professionals. However, the reality of the present is that 
the 1985 Entry Into Practice Resolution poses potentially insurmountable obstacles to the 
survival and viability of Black nurses. Therefore, NBNA must be involved in the development 
of alternative approaches to the standardization and clamteation of the levels of nursing 
education and practice which will assure quality nursing practice and health care delivery. 
. IDn OiliiiSm OF Dll TOK Ar IUFFAID 
Pacaiq of Beal.th Sciences 
SC1DJL .. OF IIUISDIC 
S ey of l'acal.t:y Survey Cnnclacted by 
t:1ae AfffZNtl'ft Actloa ea..it:cee, Spring 1980 
!OrA1. --.Ek Of" DSPuJiSES - 35 
L Do yaa feel there is a need for fncreased mmbers of 111.Dorittea :ID lfarsfDg? 
2. 
Yea 34 - ·---!li:tadente: Yee 34 - Bo 1 -
Jk,w Dpottaut do you think each of the foll.ow:lng factors are :ID e:zpla1u1ng the· 
low proportion of a:lnoriey student: admissions :ID our. school? 
!f!dergraduat:e: 
a. Insufficient llUllber of qualified applicants avail.able. 
20 Very illportant 
___ 7_ Soaewhat important 
__ 2;,_ Bot important at all 
4 Don't: know ---.::-
Coatent:s: "Very important based on experience on admissions committee two 
years ago - this may have changed." (1) 
"Important to the extent that scores are upheld as the excuse for 
not utilizing other means t:o help black students upgrade themselves 
and be able to compete and succeed in this program." (1) 
"Unidentified probably." (1) 
"1bis have been true years ago but it is hard to believe that it 
is still true. Besides this is a value statement which leaves a lot to be desired." (1) 
. "80% of minorities flunk out of college - new research." (1) 
"As a graduate faculty member I feel out of touch with this. 
However, I would suspect that if the nmnber of "available" qualified 
applicants is low, it would be a) because we have not helped them to 
"find" us and b) because we have not gone out looking." (1) 
\tll~t<' ~o:n\o 
"---'.:., ,.?.-"'' ', 
-J,-r;;, ,.,.,3.,.; '•• •. -,> 
StJB'lA'B/nJS/SN -2-
.. -
"Seema like minority students with good credentials are directed •·•···1f -. _ .. , ... 
to Med. School rather than nursing! Too bad. 0 (1) 
"Judging from previous experience on admissions committee -·Possible.~ 
1Dcrease in applicants since then~ 11 (1) · 
b. Applicants we do receive-unable to meet admission requirements. 
18 Very illlportaut 
11 Smaewhat important 
__ 2;;;... llot jmportant at all 
4 Dou't know -----
Comments: "Same as above - Important to the extent that scores are upheld 
as the excuse for not utilizing other means to help black students 
upgrade themselves and be able to compete and succeed in this 
program .. " (1) 
"lfany.•' (1) 
"Again at that time (2 years ago) many had high school averages 
which were very low." (1) 
"In revi.ewing High-School credentia1s, averages were below 
acceptance; some were at the extreme low end." (1) 
· c. Poor counseling at the High School or pre-clinical level. 
25 Very important 
s Somewhat important 
=1 Bot important at all 
__!._ Don't know 
Comments: "This bas been obvious in the past." (1) 
"The capable individuals need counseling before choosing a 
program, we solicit too late and lose them. 11 (1) 
"Depending on basic nursing program some R.N. 's hate this 
school due to past poor response to them - our rep is bad. ti (1) 
"Bot only for minorities but probably more important for 
the.a because of poorer skills. in using flthe system" to find 
the right place. 11. (1) · 
-3-
"'rids is only an :Impression on my part. . I do · think that if the 
prof~sio:o <is not presented as a) appealfng and b) accessib1e to 
these kids, we can't expect the situation to change." (1) 
"r can only guess at this but I believe high school counselors 
do not know how rigorous B.S. programs• in nursing are." (1) 
''High School counselors (my experience} do not 1cDow about 'the 
distinctions between nursing programs. There is a. tendency to 
underestimate knowledge required or extent or preparation 
required. 11 (l} . 
a. Applicants with inadequate financial resources. 
e. 
Very important 
_.!!,_ Somewhat. important 
__!_ Not important at all 
Comments: "Many applicants face this problem." (2) 
"Lots of funding presently - Private school funding helps to 
deplete our supply .. " (1) 
"Believe this is a function of e~onOJllically deprtved students 
knowing "system". I'm assuming there are resources. A 
faculty assumption perhaps?" (1) -
"I think that adequate financial aid is probably available. rr (2) 
_ "Much loan money available - also TAP, etc." (1) 
"One of the big problems - they may-not know hov to ask for 
sch?larships or where." (1) 
Lack of role models within the School of Nursing. 
--1!,_ Very important 
Somewhat important 
__,±_ Not important at all 
__!,_ Don't know 
Comments: "We have good role mocl.els but not enough." (3) 
"I think attempts are being made to solve this." (1) 
"Very few- minority faculty. Those we have however are exce1lient 
role models." (1) 
"We .. have 4 role models now." (1) 
"As · there are ~:oly 2 minorlty · faculty persons (not countiDg lll!D), 
r assume this would be a critical factor." (1) 
SUB!AB/FHS/S5-
~ted in recent N.O. article on minority .students. Our 11 
Jd.Dorityfaculty need more visibility - no one at grad. level. (1) 
"We c1o bave sever~ - but perhaps· this is important factor•" (2) 
f. Pacolty not·acti.vely involved :l.n recruibllent. 
15 Very important 
18 Smaewhat important 
1 Bot important at all ---
2 Don't know ---
Coalllenr,s: "Di.fficul.t to accomplish in light of other expectations." (1) 
"Persona1 interest is very important." (1) 
"Grad-All Faculty need to be involved in some way. Undergrad -
designated faculty?" (1) 
"Few are involved." (1) 
"Attendance at "Career Days" might help out persons selecting 
professions with greater "economic promise"." (1) 
g.. Paculty not really receptive to minor~ty students. 
4 Very :important ---
14 Somewhat important 
12 Wot :important at all 
S Don't know -----
Colllllellts: "I think faculty are receptive." (3) 
"Don't believe this is true at our school.11_(1) 
"Feel faculty are sincere :l.n wanting to be helpful·but t:lme is 
a problem." (l) · · 
- "Don't know. Had ve heard this before." (1) 
"'Prejudice doesn't seem a problem.. Faculty bend over backwards 
for them at SlJNYAB. '' (1) . 
· · .:.-.. the " bl " f -"'--rity "There may be. some misconc:eptions . a.uout pro ems o .IW.UU . . 
students. II (1) 
l 
! -
-s-
"this probably is a problem. - U11CODSciously or consciously. n (1) 
ll!I doubt this probably not enough t:lme to stop aDd cousider ... ·c1) 
h. School reputation of not being receptive to m:lnorlty· students. 
12 Very important 
_---a.3_Somewbat important 
12 Hot important at all 
_.!_ Don It know 
Comments: "This is the feedback I get." (1) 
"Do not believe this to be true." (4) 
"I don't know. I don• t think we have done them any favors by 
admitting them.under rniuirnal standards because there are no 
effective mechanisms for upgrading their reading and writing 
abilities while they are nursing students." (1) 
i. Other (speci.fy): 
Comments: "I think our retention rate has not been particularly impressive.• 
The Med. School & Law School work with minority students in 
special ways so that they can perfo:rm well. We let them sink. 
Since the.professions of Law and Medicine are active1y recruiting-
have · financed budgets to retain. Black women would need to see 
something pretty special in nursing to want to go that route. 
The support: & the rewards for the bright black woman are in those 
status fields." (1) 
"Students have spent a lifetime here teying to get a degree - We 
are very accOllDllodating. 11 (1) 
"I don't know this for sure - if our School of Nursing has poor 
rep. -in community we should work on it. Do more minority students 
go to other B.S.N~ programs in Buffalo?" (1) 
11This has·got to have a serious impact." (1) 
"Haven't · heard any rumors to this effect." (1) 
"Tide is very unuue. Our school· has evidence from Equal. Opportunit;y 
Committee of many approaches to attract minority students & facul.t;y." 
(1) 
"Iusufficient recruiting activity. Program. not designed to attract 
A.D. & diploma nurses - or L.P.N.'s. This is when y011 find 
ndnority students in larger H.S. numbers.n (1) 
suru.B/'EBS/S'll 
•• vorbhop for all faculty should be helpful and enlightening. 
I peraonally am not as aware of this problem. in our school/area 
- I feel I should be. Maybe minorlty people woul.d rather not 
be nuraes for all :I. bow." (1) 
1'Hy persow feeling 1a that the best qualified students are 
headed for medicine, law, etc. & I'm uot sure that I blame them. 
I not sure about graduate admissions but 1f there are 
iuuff:1cient numbers of undergraduates this will in turn effect 
graduate admissions." (1) 
•If a ainorlty student is intelligent enough to go to college,· 
she/he might do better status-wise to study something with more 
status 'than nursing has now." (1) · 
"I think other fields of interest hav.e appealed to possible 
applicants. Wider choice of possibilities, also applicants who 
are qualified or have even greater potential are seeking 
posi.tions or professions with greater economic rewards!!" (1) 
a.. Insufficient number of qualified applicants available. 
21 Veey :baportant 
S Somewhat :Important ---
--=1- liot ::important at all 
7 Don't know ------
Cc erts: "We have upgraded admission requirements so this student may 
not be available immediately but surely is somewhere." (1) 
"It: seems that we don't yet have a pool of undergraduates to 
draw from." (2) 
':'J: choose the midd1e category here because since our graduate 
student population comes largely from this area, & if local 
undergraduate schools are not turning out large numbers of 
minorlty graduates, the pool is probably not enormous. However, 
we don't Jcnov who is there until we really look!" (1) 
b. Applicants we do receive unable to meet· admission requirements. 
Very important 
_!!_ Somewhat important 
4 Bot important at all -----
7 Don't know ---
/, 
~i 
' 
. SH ", :\:: .. ,"< -1-
C".oaae.nts: "We.have a lov GPA of 2.75 - other schools demand 3.0 or 
better." (1) 
"rhis hasn't been the major problem. 1n our area - lack of 
applicants has. 11 (1) 
"This is "somewhat" important with all applicants, minority 
and otherwise. I haven't been aware of there having been a 
larger number of poorly prepared minority candidates. however." {l) 
"Students with B.S. tend to be ou a par with most other B.S .. 
students. 11 (1) 
c. Poor COWJ.Seling at the baccalaureate level. 
S Veey important ---
16 Somewhat important 
3 Rot important at all ---
_ML Don't know 
Comments: ''Maybe a factor but I don't think a major one." (1) 
"I wouldn't think so once they're.in I'm sure someone suggests 
graduate school if appropriate." (1) 
"Qualified candidates of any races~ to be approprlately 
identified at the baccalaureate level." (1) 
d. Applicants with inadequate financial resources. 
_2.,_ Very important 
__.M._ Somewhat important 
Not important at all 
.LJL. Don't know 
Comments: "Usually have dependents are responsible for." (1) 
''Most if not all students again have this problem." (1) 
"Most students (half?) ·are part time in order to surri.ve -
fellowships are cut by Carter." (1) 
"I have no information :tn this regard, but since this is a 
problem for most students in general, I assume :it would also 
be a great concern for minorlty persons." · (1) 
STJJJfAB/nJS/SH -s-
3. 
•~·the graduate level where most students work part time 
£or part of their programs and where grant monies are often 
available, economics usually present problems - but I don't 
aee this as an issue which makes the difference between 
ld.mrities and others." (1) 
"Financial resources are available for students with true 
:lnadequacies." (1) 
Vhy do you Chink there 1s a hi.gh attri.ti.on rate aJ!IOI18 mi.nori.ty students in this 
pmgraa? . 
it:c:1 en~s: "Lack of support. Racism within school resulting in double 
st:andarcls, negative attitudes of some faculty toward ~tudents." (1) 
"lfeed to work on students, self-esteem"." (1) 
"Lack of 1) writing skills; 2) ability to thhlk conceptually." (1) 
I 
"Acceptance of students not fully_prepared educationally." (1) 
"I'• not sure it's more than the gener~ ~raduate population." (1) . 
"Poor educational background on hi;h school level." (1) . 
"Lack. Of a~emiC SkillSe II (1) 
"Undergrad - the prog~am is very difficuit ·&·fast-moving. 
Bard for all students; Graduate - I don't think there is a 
high _attrition rate." (1) 
"l.) I don't bel:l.eve i.t i.s higher in the graduate program; 
2) The real i.ssue i.s - we have so ~-" ·(1) · 
"Don't know - didn~t realize this was even the case. Maybe 
the program is too rigorous and they aren't getting adequate 
counseling once they are in." (1) 
"Because we do not have a well developed tutori.al program for 
our students. · We expect the learni.ng center to do the job for 
us - they are not tuned in to the special needs of health 
oriented professions - the language, etc. We need to do more 
within our own school!" (1) 
"I feel that they may not have fully understood the amount of 
work and effort needed to complete the program." (1) 
"I wasn't aware that th:l.s was so. Male students seem to complete 
their requirements o.k. We don't have enough other minority 
students in the graduate program to be aware of their degree of 
success." (1) 
'.f!iif!lll 
,'.,:,.-' 
,_;..,.:,.:,•,:,, 
., 
-9-
"Undergraduate program - a) 1:lm:l.ted time for ind1.vidual attention, 
support and encoU?:"agement in academic activities; b) acceptance 
of students with lower GPA's sets them up for failure and 
perpetuates myths that minority groups cannot handle program; 
c) lack of flexibility (evening and summer programs} for 
students who may have to work. Graduate program - high 
attrition rates in undergraduate programs results in fewer 
applicants at graduate level." (1) 
"Educational deficiencies from public high schools are not 
corrected prior to or during program. Students feel "al011e11 , 
often not aware of sources of assistance." (1) 
"The lower division pre-requi.site course grades the students 
receive are not an indication of their ability to achieve in 
the School of Nursing. SQ_!De of them·have additi.onal responsi-
bilities (children, work) which interfere with the rigorous 
schedule necessary in the nursing courses." (1) 
"Middle class minority students have fewer educational deficiencies 
but they can still use some psychological support. Let them bow 
the· school cares about them. Their background from high school 
tends to be weaker, so most minority students from poverty 
neighborhoods & ghetto schools need support to learn how to 
study and to fill in the gaps in thei.r knowledge base. They 
also need a bit of.psychological support to let them learn they 
can make it." (1) 
"They need extra time, encouragement, help & role modeling from 
fac~ty. Not sure we are willing (or able) to extend thi.s effort 
at this time. Grad - no role models - other priorities take 
energy. Faculty should be given credit for extra time/effort 
needed. Instead we are penalized because we don't have more 
students (F:rE's), bigger classes, etc." (1) 
"While most of the mfnority students who were admitted to our 
area did receive degrees, I think that one of the problems that 
many of these students experienced was in the area of writing 
skills. However, they share this problem with a large number of 
''majority" students. So it seems that it might be a general 
edu1:;ation problem." (1) 
"1) The mechanics of the program very difficult to deal with 
especially if students are working; 2) students taking 
pharmacology and physiology along with demanding nursing courses; 
3) poor educational habits and many remedial problems that d~'t 
provide effective coping patterns." (1) 
"I don't know about the total program. I did have one black 
non-matriculated student and her problems seemed largely 
personal (Home probleDiS, etc.). This made her think about 
resigning at least for a while. She also worked full time and 
had great difficulty doing what was required in a graduate course." 
SUll'lAB/nJS/SB 
"I have already addressed thi.s problem. In addition, the 
c:liaate should be somehow changed so that facu1ty who try 
eo be helpful to students are not penalized by other faculty 
with remarks about "undercutting academic standards" • " (1) 
"In undergrad - definitely 80% of minorities flU!lk: out of 
school." {1) 
"It may relate to a need for help with basic skills - reading, 
wrltiug and study habits." (1) 
"What is considered a high attrition rate? I'm sure many 
variables enter the situation! Is there a way of checking the 
recorde of those who did not make it to possibly come up with 
eoae reasons for attrition - or some possibilities. I would 
anticipate that some reasons would apply to non-minority students 
as well? i.e., Have they taken on too much. What was the work:].oad 
at the time of attrition? Is it too many credits? Home 
responsibilities'/ Are students working; the number of hours 
interfering with courseload! Were allowances made at the time 
of admission? With a lighter load could the person meet with 
success. In other words counseling could aid the person so 
be doesn't take on too much. Is English a second language? 
Perhaps language proficiency impedes progress - an added 
consideration is medical language_. A few ideas!" {1) 
'4. Why· do you thillk there is a low proportion of minority nurses on our faculty? 
Colllllents: "Same as #3- lack of support 9 racism, negative attitudes plus -
lac1t of qualified persons who are interested in teaching." {1) 
"Unavailable." (1) 
"High attrition rate perpetuates the unavailability." (1) 
"Applicant pool has low percentage of minority candidates." (1) 
"L:bd.ted supply." (1) 
nFew qualified (eligible) candidates. 11 (5) 
"Poor recruitment efforts." (1) 
"Bot enough qualified minority faculty have applied." (2) 
"Because we have not recruited enough in predominantly black 
schools. 11 (1) . 
"a) Bo active recrui~t. - e.g., lack of formal and informal 
encouragement. _of .. minor~ty tmrses presently working in service 
settings to:!l!l'Ply; b) 'f4:mited number of minority nurses 
presently: · .. ·· •v n f~f," -. · ~rate in tbi.s area. 0 (1) 
,:•1 • ~.;/:>•,:'. l• 
'. 
' 
-ll-
"Insufficient number of·minority nurses with appropriate 
qualifications willing to move to Buffalo. 11 (2) 
"I'm not certain. It may have to do w.ith recru:1.taent practices 
(or the lack of them). I'm not certain of the number of Master's 
prepared minority nurses in the community. may be a factor 
since we tend to draw applicants primarily from the Western 
Bew York area." {l) 
"Unable to attract them to Buffalo. Not enough prepared on a 
M.S. or Ph.D. level to have a pool to recruit from." (1) 
"'l'hey have not been recruited. Few have attended our H.S. 
program so are unknown to faculty." (1) 
"Low number of qualified individuals, Is it much di.fferent 
than the proportion in-nursing?" {l) 
"I never gave it: much thought Vilma until I had conversations 
with you regarding inadequate recruitment policies. Hy question 
would be - how many qualified people are there in this area? 
Second - how many in the country who would be willing to move 
here?" (1) 
"4 ,out of 1 401 = 10%. We are lucky this year to have 4!" (1) 
"Few qualified applicants. Even recruitment is difficu1t 
because there are not that many available." (1) 
"Perhaps they are not actively recruited!!! There are certainly 
some high level minority faculty ava:ilable somewhere! There is 
also the possibility that because these faculty do not exist in 
great numbers, they can work anywhere and U.B. simply does not 
present an attractive enough package." (1) 
"You need a certain critical ratio before any minority group feels 
comfortable. Being a "token" anything is a hell of a job! How 
you get the critical ratio is the difficult question. The new 
Dean may help." {1) 
".Because anyone would have to be crazy to want this stress. 
Seriously - they are a highly sought group, we have to have more 
and better to offer." {1) 
111) Inadequate efforts to pursue & "capture" qualified and 
competent (the two aren't always synonymous!) mi.Dority candida~es. 
2)-A dreadful cycle of drawing and "re-drawing" on a group of 
potential applicants who often don't: meet the criteria for the 
particular job vacancy, resulting (I'm pretty sure) in dis-
illusiomnent and anger on the part of the rejected applicants aDd 
reinforcing the facu1ty view.that the pool of minority applicants 
is inadequate. (This is c011jecture on my part - but I think there's 
SOJnething in it.) • " {1) 
:. 
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•Low proportion prepared in geographic area - who are 
interested 1n cont1mdng education indefinitely• (Many 
prefer college teaching)." (1) 
Vbat clo you think the Affirmative Action Committee should be doing in the School 
of Bursing'l What specific tasks do you think should be assigned to the committee? 
I cJon't bow- 2 
Jlo response - S 
Kecruitment Activities 
Coments: "Recruiting students with potential for success." (6) 
n Active recruitment - Faculty, staff, students go to hospitals, 
schools, other agencies." (1) 
"A search committee for qualified minority faculty with a 
commitment to assist other minority students in obtaining a 
B.S. and/or M.S. level education." (1) 
"Train minority leaders - capture those with leadership 
potontia1 and develop them to the utmost." (1) 
"Recruiting minority faculty." (3) 
"outreach to h.s. & .Jr. h.s. - encourage to consider nursing 
as a career. Might be a good study for someone in re: to 
minority students do or do not enter nursing at U.B. Are 
they going elsewhere, & if so where?" (1) 
"lle.cru1ting at Jr. & Sr. high schools." (1) 
"Continue recruitment esp. at early R.S. level, work more 
closely with community groups to sell nursing." (1) 
"GBE publishes list of minority pe~ple taking exams. Write 
to all nurses about grad progi:am here. 11 (l) 
"Assemble info on sources for contacting minority persons for 
student/faculty recruitment purposes." Cl) 
"Facilitate recruitment efforts by advising facu1ty ·involved 
1n the process!" (1) · 
"Come up with innovative approaches to recruitment at all 
levels." (2) 
"Devise ways to help.prospective students to meet the admission 
requirements." {1) 
"Advising high school counselors." (3) 
".Jecruitmea.t am retention of students." 
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"Informal faculty recruitment." (1) 
"Identify minority nurses in this area who are prepared at 
Masters and doctora1 levels. soliciting infoniation via 
anonymous questionnaires from these persona re: current 
positions, salaries, career goals. Identify poo1 of 
qualified potential candidates who would be interested in 
faculty positions." (1) 
"Involve current minority students in identifying possible 
reasons for low proportion of minority applicants." (1) 
"Contact guidance counselors in h.s. with high JllUIOricy enrollments 
to discuss possible reasons for low number of applicants and ways 
of increasing number of minority applicants." (1) 
"Work with the R.N. committee and try to get. minority R.H. 's 
to enroll." (l) 
"Special effort to identify qualified faculty-personal. 
approaches. 11 (1) 
"Recruitment should be a priority - looking for well-qualified 
students in the high schools - alP'> counseling of these students 
and perhaps.a summer program to assist them." {l) 
"Prepare recruitment brochures." (1) 
"Speak with undergraduate students in B.S. programs and in 
high schools. 11 (1) 
"Identify minority faculty (prepared) throughout country." (1) 
Retention Activities 
Comments: "Providing guidance & group meetings to minority students." (1) 
"Supporting students throughout their program or helping 
faculty to do this." (1) 
"Value clarification with faculty and staff." (1) 
"Educate the faculty about specific needs of minority students." (1) 
"Analysis of data about previous minority students to identify 
problem areas." (1) 
"Development of program to share informat:lon with faculty 
·especially in relation to high attrition rate." {l) 
"Identifying minority faculty who can serve as resource people 
to area advisors for attending to any special. needs of minority 
students." (1) 
STJBY.AB/nJS/S!l 
Other 
•sub'tl.e education of faculty." ·(1). 
"Develop·aspects of our programs where minority status will be 
uaociated with an advantage in skills and/or opportunities.*' (1) 
"Fbu.i financia1 assistance." (2) 
"~tablish scholarships for minority students." (1) 
"Arrange for tutorial assistance for minority students having 
difficulties. II (2) 
"Help students to meet academic standards." (1) 
"Maybe the school could have a big push for fund-raising 
for financial aid for minority R.N.'~ to return to school." (1) 
"There once was a minority student office and now the general 
student office is· locked most of time." (1) 
"In some way be able to help minority students, i.e., counseling, 
linking up with other needed services." (2) 
"Seeking out funding sources for minority students to have the 
1.nformation available for applicants~" (1) 
"Develop a program for those who need assistance - basic skills 
and study habits." (1) 
Cc• ents: "Be a watchdog for admissions to program." (1) 
-&te recommendations to other committees based upon your reports, 
data. collected. 11 (1) 
"I have a feeling you are doing quite a lot now." (1) 
"Working to increase faculty awareness of problems minorities 
encounter, because o.f socio-economic disadvantages." (1) · 
"Work closely with minority practitioners in the community 
providing them with more information about us - elicit their 
help." (1) 
"With the proposed tight budget for 80-81 I think the task of 
recruiting minority faculty will• be doubly difficult. School 
of Bursing is cutting faculty not increasing." (1) 
"1) .analysis of data·about previous.minority.students to 
identify problem areas; 2) ilevelopment of program to share this 
info with faculty esp. in relation to question 3 on page 4; 
3) identifying minority faculty w~o can serve as res"urce people 
to area advisors £.or attending to · any special needs of minority 
· students." (1) 
... 
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"Consciousness raising vorkshops. for faculty the issue 1s 
complicated - do we fully understand. bow we (faculty) can 
be·110re constructive. The committee could help by bringing 
facets to our attention." (1) 
"Actively seek greater mil1ori.ty input at grad level. a) new 
faculty (fat chance now with budget) ; b) input froa present 
(~ort) faculty." (1) 
"Sensitize faculty to the issues, (concerns, needs) related 
to recruitment am maintenance of·minortty students am 
faculty." (1) 
nllepresent the· school in efforts .. to improve our credibility and 
interpersonal relations with minority groups in the community. n ·(1) 
"cannot. adequatel.y answer the questio~ because I am not that 
familiar with the reasons for the current situation." (1) 
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AN ETHNIC POINT OF VIEW 
by betty smith williams, t n. 
I 
The emergence of nursing assoc-
iations formulated in ethnic group-
ings is clearly a statement of these 
nursing professionals that they lay 
claim to the right to define the 
nursing care practice and education 
for safe and effective service to 
their respective ethnic group. 
It further indicates that the 
traditional nursing organization and 
nurses in some vay have not been per-
ceived as a viable Mchani• for the 
change. 
Celifornia. IJia caciie of· tbe 
atudent aocial mvaenta of.the put 
decade, has aleo been the place for 
significant ethnic nurae activities. 
The traditional nursing organi-
zations, the Celifomia Nuraea' Aa-
aociation and California nur•e•• 
have not incorporated ethnicity and 
ethnic nurses' concerns into their 
practice. A view of their hiatorical 
and current direction is preaented 
herein, along with aome suggestion• 
for the nursing profession in Cali-
fornia. 
In this Bicentennial year, eth-
nic people of color also look to the 
paat to lend perspective to our pre-
sent and to suggest a course for the 
future. 
In this retroapection, Califor-
nia nursing'• record of its atten-
tion to and inclusion of all its peo-
ple parallels that of the United 
States generally. · 
. Ewen with California' a rich his-
tory and population of American In-
dian, Asian, black. and Mexican Aza-
ericana, it takes very little re-
Continu.e.d -- p11ge. 26 
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EVEN WITH cAi.IFORNIA 1S RICH HISTORY AND 
POPULATION ••• IT TAKES VERY LITTLE RESEARCH 
TO LEARN THAT MlNORJTIES HAVE NOT BEEN AFFORD-
ED STRONG POSITIVE ROLES IN THE NURSING WORLD. 
-.arch to le.am that 1111.ooritles have not beeu 
afforded •trong positive roles in the nursing 
world. DiacJ!iaiuation, segregation, nclusion, 
and ignor1Dg are abedded in California's nurs-
iag history. 
the formations amt purposes 
A deaire for interaction about the mutual 
probleae faced vas a pivotal reason for thee-
thnic nurse. seeking out one another. They had 
• need to know one another, to identify, to 
pin strength in unity• and to a trike out on 
their own for institutional chanae. In certain 
,,_mitiea, these nurses began to form groups 
vh1cb established, froa a grassroots baae, or-
ganizations to articulate their causes. 
In Loa Angelea, the Counc:11 of Black 
Buraes was foraed in 1967. By 1970, the Los 
Angel.ea and San Franciaco Bay Area Black Nurses 
.Aaaociations had aet and planned the first 
acacewf.de conference of black nurses. This con-
ference attracted black nurses from places as 
far away as Kiaai, Florida, and Hew York City. 
Within a year, theae cities and others reported· 
formtioo of black nurse aseociations. The 
black oumea aaaociatiou' aajor purposes were 
to iaprove the health care of black people and 
the prgfa•loaal atatua of the black nurse. 
ne Concerned ad.cano Nurses vaa estab-
lished J.u Loa Angeles in 1969. The consulta-
tion of the Los Angeles Council of Black Nurses 
was utilized. by Invitation to a joint meeting, 
to •bare ezperiencea of organizational strateg-
ies. Unity of purpose was clear in this meet-
ing. The desire to mobilize for improved nurs-
ing care to persons of the respective coaauni-
ties vu the overriding theae. 
The need for :increased numbers of Chicano 
nurses was recognized aa crucial to creation of 
hiproveaent needed :in the health care of Chi-
cano people. Focal iuues include t'E>i:ruitment, 
adaiuion, and retention of Chicanoe 1n school• 
of aura1ag. l'urther • obtaining poaiticma on 
policy-t111king levels Vab identified aa a means 
for Chicano nuraea to exert influence upon 
their destiny. 
The Latin American Nurses' Association e-
aerged in Northern CalHornia io 1972. Subse-
quently, other local units have organized in 
Colorado and other atah!S. 
Tbe ICoreaa Rurees • Aaaociat1on of Southern 
California vaa founded i 11 1970. There is also 
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a Northern Cel1fornia Korean Nurses' Associa-
tion and several other local associations 
throughout the United States. 
The goals include increasing t:he effec-
tiveness of the Korean nurse in order that 
they in tum can deliver the highest quality 
nursing car~ to the Korean-American people. 
Korean nurses who are new' to the United 
States must obtain licensure and learn the U.S. 
health delivery methods. Philosophical dif-
ferences in Korean nursing and ~estern nursing 
as well as language barriers are identified 
problems. The Korean Nurses' Association in 
Southern California conducts continuing educa-
tion programs monthly to assist in the accul-
turation process. 
The Philippine nurses' associations are 
located in Southern California. San Francisco, 
Seattle. and other major population centers 
of the U.S. and Canada. They are chapters of 
the International Philippine Nurses' Associa-
tion, incorporated May 9, 1948. The Southern 
California chapter was established in October 
1960. Among their broad goals is that of as-
sisting nurees coming into this country from 
the Republic of the Philippines to become li-
ceased. They also address the problems of ac-
culturation and adjustment to life in the U-
nited States. They conduct activities to i.-
prove the health of the Filipino people in par-
ticular, and society in general. This in-
cludes sponsorship of clinical and scientific 
workshops and aeminars. 
the themes 
There are several themes which prevade 
the reasons for development of the new ethnic 
nurse associations: 
I the concept Qf ethnic nurses as best 
able to identify nursing needs of their ethni-
city; 
• the recognition of the desirability 
and need for increasing their n11111bers on all 
levels and posltions in the nurstn11 profession: 
• the desire for equity; and 
I the conviction that there is strength 
through group action. 
Further, there was the cOG111on "thread" 
identifying the California Nurses' Association 
aa having one set of functions separate from 
those of the ethnic nurses' associati~ns. The 
associations feel the need to include CHA'• 
decisions and become strengthened in order to 
creftte better nursing care for all. 
ADDRESS: 
PRESENTED BY: 
PROFILE OF THE BLACK NURSE: WHAT 
DO WE HAVE HJ COMMON 
Ethelrine Shaw 
Assistant Professor of Nursing 
Ohio State University 
3rd Vice President. American Nurses' Association 
Board Member, National Black Nurses' Association 
As we talk today about nursing and nurses in relationship to new and expanding 
roles and functions. we are becoming more cognizant of the powerful po1itica1, 
legal and social institutions \-thich are. organized and functioning in a manner 
which may bring about the slow demise of nursing. With the reorganization of 
federal health progrc:ns, there is great possibility that nursing may 1ose its 
current identity by being absorbed into re1ated health professions. With de-
centralization of federal health programs. nursing may be immersed into an 
allied health pool. At the state level. nursing may not have control of Licen-
sure or may have legislative bodies deciding in a vacuum, about standards for 
continuing practice. 
E~ucation for nursing. at all levels, is being severely affected by decreases in 
federal support. Institutional support funding-such as capitation grants. student 
assistance f~nding-such as traineeships, and educationa1 grants for recruitment 
have either not been requested, or have been requested at a lower level than for 
fiscal year, 1973. As we become enthusiastic about newer dimensions of nursing 
practice, we may not have that student to educate for those new dimensions or 
have that patient or client to interact with in relationship to those new dimen-
si_ons. Decisions at the state level have been made, or are being made _right now 
ahout health needs of people - how they shall be met and who shall do the "meeting." 
It is within this general context of where nursing is today that I will briefly 
discuss "The Education of the Black Nurse: Then and Nm'l," because I believe as 
black nurses we must come to terms with our past and present in order that we may 
have a future. 
The educational system was one of the social institutions which relegated black 
people to positions of inferiority and subordination for over.300 years. I wonder 
as nursing proceeds with the centennial celebration of the graduation of Linda 
Richards in 1873, as the first trained nurse in America, if anyone in 1979 will 
celebrate the centennial of Mary Elijah Mahoney, as the first trained black nurse 
in America. Mrs. Mahoney was graduated from the same scho~l, the New England 
Hospital for Homen and Children, and so the history of blacks in nursing began. 
Although there were some few blacks in predominantly white schools of nursing, the 
admission of blacks was so restricted and the need for focusing upon black sick 
so great, that black schools of nursing were founded beginning with Spellman Semi-
nary Training Scr.ool for Colored Nurses, Atlanta, Georgia (1879). By the beginning 
of the 20th century there were over 400 hospitals in this country with a corres-
ponding number of schools of nursing. Black hospitals and schools had been 
started at Providence Hospital in Chicago, Freedman Hospital in Washington, D.C •• 
and at Tuskegee and Hampton~ As you know, Meharry Hospital~ School of Nursing was 
started in 1900. 
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The fact that, over the years black schools contributed the largest numbers of 
black nurses to the profession is not debateable. As the black schools struggled 
for economic viability, recruitment and retention of students and faculty, im-
provement of curriculum to meet accreditation standards, they also contributed 
most of the black nur5es who are nursing today. With the closure of many of 
these schools {some fifteen in the 1950s and '60s), and integration of blacks into 
predominantly white schools of nursing, what will our numbers total? Despite 
various 11efforts 11 to increase the numbers of black nurses~ despite the Supreme 
Court decision of 1951, despite capitation grants and affinnative action programs 
in 1968, there were only 27,000 black practicing registered nurses of a total of 
750,000 practicing registered nurses. In 1969, blacks represented only 3.4% of 
all registered nurses graduating from all undergraduate programs responding to a 
National League for Nursing survey. 
As I move about the country in nursing circles, I hear nurses stating there is 
no need to recruit, there are too many nurses who can't find jobs. My response 
is there are not enough black nurses, Indian nurses, Chicano and Spanish surnamed 
nurses. There are not enough nurses who are willing to serve minority people 
with an understanding of their culture and the multiple environmental restraints, 
legal or illegal, which still relegate them to inferior and ~ubordinate positions. 
The health care system was one of the social institutions which relegated black 
people to positions of inferiority and subordination for over 300 years. Black 
consumers of health care represent approximately 11-12% of the total PO?ulation. 
In the past as well as the present, there exists a disproportionately higher per-
centage of black poor than white poor. Of an estimated 40 million poor, 10-11 
million are black. I would remind all black -nurses that we are only one step 
removed from poverty, and there-is no guarantee that our children and loved ones. 
if not already one of the 10 million black· poor. will not be in that position 
in the future. It is within this general context that I will briefly discuss the 
relationship between the black consumer of health care and the black nurse. 
The health problems of the black non-poor are minimally documented, thus the need 
for·study continues to exist. Hypertension is one of the problems which is wide-
spread, very serious, and responsible for various complications in the black 
poor and non-poor. In a national survey conducted in 1962, the prevalence of 
hypertension was 3 to 4 times greater in young black men and women than in young 
white rr.en and women. In a survey in Chicago which ended in 1971, the prevalence 
was double in blacks. 
The health care problems of the poor~ although better documented, are not being 
resolved because of the dearth of health manpower in the black comnunity. Al-
though progress is slowly being made by the establishment of cOD111Unity health 
organizations, these agencies still lack the resources in manpower and facilities 
which are needed in order to substantially correct the inequities which exist. 
Qualitative and quantitative health services are not available to the black con-
sumer. Some of the documented problems which exist among the-black poor are: 
1. Higher neonatal, perinatal and infant mortality rates. 
2. Higher maternal mortality rates. 
3. Higher incidence of chronic diseases. 
4. Higher rates of psychiatric and psychological disorders - particularly 
amont black males. 
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5. Higher incidence of congenital and hereditary diseases. 
6. Higher rates of dental diseases with related gastrointestinal problems. 
Another real problem which exists is that individuals prepared in the health care 
professions are using textbooks which list signs and symptoms, some of which may 
be accurate for the larger society. Some norms have not been established for 
blacks and therefore, deviations from the norm may not be accurate. 
The relationship between the black nurse and the black consumer of health care 
should be one in which the black nurse serves as a practitioner with greater in-
sights and competencies because of similarities in ethnic identity. The black 
nurse should be most aware of heaHn needs and should serve in an advocacy role 
in seeing that those needs are resolved. Currently, nurses are not functioning 
at their highest potential in most health care systems. Currently, nurses are 
not being prepared to extend or expand the scope of their practice. One would 
expectthen~ that black nurses are practicing below their potential. Blacks con-
• tinue to be the one greatest untapped resources in this country and, because of 
having always to work twice as hard to succeed, have the potential for making 
contributions far beyond our imaginations. We, as black nurses, must continue to 
seek the proper credentials, that is education, to get into the mainstream of 
nursing education, service and research. We should be serving as-role models 
particularly for the black student and encouraging the black student to move on 
up the ladder. It is the black nurse who should be in the foreground in helping 
other blacks to identify health needs and in communicating those needs to the 
appropriate bodies. 
-Nursing is at a point in its history when external forces are·threatening to. 
relegate it to a position of legal and political power!ess~ess. ~n~ernally, ~ts 
.membership is submitting to these efforts by not becom1ng 1nvolvea 1n the var1ous 
arenas in which the battles are being fought. Individual and group involvement 
. is essential if nursing is to control its own destiny. This control may be exer-
cised by omission or colTIIlision and the question is which route will nurses select. 
Controlling one's own individual or group destiny is generally thought to be an 
acceptab 1 e way of behaving in our American Society. . An i ndi vi dua 1 has phys io o~i c 
and social boundaries. that is his skin, his family, and a group can make dec1s1~ns 
around who shall constitute its membership. An individual has the right to obtain 
what he needs to maintain a healthy physiologic and social state, that is,what he 
· needs to live and grow and a group·can establish a_mem~ership fee; individua}s_and 
groups have a right to keep what they need to rema1n v1able and can make dec1s~ons 
about their future needs and ultimate destinies. Individuals will often org~n~ze 
into groups around common individual needs with. the specific purpose of obtarnrn~, 
maintaining and promoting their objectives or aims. Two or more groups or organ1-
zations may achieve the same final state even if they use a different path or have 
a slightly different composition. 
It is within this general context of where nursing is to?ay and with~n this ~e~y. 
limited concept of Genera1 Systems theory, that I will d1scuss orga_01zed actw1t1es 
of The Black Nurse: Then and Now. 
When Mary Elijah Mahoney was graduated, blacks had just entered their second decade 
of freedom from slavery. The existing National Nursing Organization did allow Mrs. 
Mahoney to become a member; however. she could participate only by paying her dues. 
She and the few others who ventured into nursing practice. soon discovered they 
were severely handicapped by their ethnic identity. Standards of practice were 
almost non-existent for the nurse who cared for black patients; when licensure 
came into existence, there was a different standard for blacks. Either they 
couldn't become licensed or they had different licensure exams. 
With a handful 6f black nurses, Martha Franklin founded the National Association 
of Colored Grat'•:ci te Nurses in 1908. The three major aims of this Association were: 
1. To achieve higher professional standards. 
2. To break down discrimination. 
3. To develop leadership among Negro nurses. 
With dignity. courage and persistence they achieved their objectives. Gradually~ 
the number of health care organizations which would employ the black nurse in-
creased. Individual members of the organization instituted legal procedures 
against state boards of nurse examiners so that black nurses could have the same 
legal credentials as white nurses. As they sought and won incorporation, they 
were recognized by groups and individuals inside and outside of the black colilllun-
ity. They conducted campaigns to register women to vote. They worked to increase 
nursing standards by campaigning for high school education to be a requirement 
for admission to schools of nursing. The efforts that this•small group of women 
made to improve nursing for all people were phenomenal when you consider the dis-
criminatory barriers and the economic deterioration which occurred during the 
depression. Their intent was to become a part of the mainstream of organized 
nursing and it therefore gave some members great satisfaction when the organization 
was dissolved in 1951. 
In 1946, both the NACGN and the ANA accepted the fact that all was not well in 
matters related to the minority nurse. A plank was endorsed by the ANA House of 
Delegates which stated: · 
1'Removal, as rapidly as possible, of barriers that prevent the full 
employment and participation of nurses belanging to minority racial 
groups." 
Individual membership within the ANA was offered to black nurses and in 1949, 
there were some 634 members. Subsequently, state nurses associations began to 
offer membership, but this was not inclusive of all constituent states until 1964. 
Another event which occurred in 1949 was the establishment of a special co11111ittee 
. to explore comparable functions of the NACGN and the ANA. The following statement 
from that special co11111ittee was accepted by both board of directors: 
11 Integration of Negro nurses into membership and participation in the 
ANA has developed to the point where consideration may be given to the 
consolidation of services for-all Negro nurses in the United States 
under the aegis of the National Organization. the American Nurses' 
Association. 11 
A liaison co11111ittee was formed after the merger of the NACGN and the ANA in 1951. 
This liaison group became the ANA's conmittee on intergroup relations. This com-
mittee fonnulated magnificent goals which would have placed all minority groups 
within the mainstream had those goals been implemented by the ANA. For some 
reason which is yet to be revealed to me, they dissolved in 1962 and an ANA staff 
colllTlittee was established in 1963. The staff conmittee's purpose was "to bring 
the intergroup relations concerns to the attention of various segments of the or-
ganization. 11 -27- · 
The next milest ... "ne occurred in 1972 when the House of Delegates passed an Affinna-
til'e }ktion Re~-v1ui:ion which created an Affinnative Action Task Force and the 
position of Otr.buds1:Jan. · 
Blacks and other minorities are not yet in the mainstream of organized nursing 
associations. !n many sections of the country, nurses are organizing in ethni-
calh• identifiable associations because they have not felt they were integrated 
into· the professional association. I believe we should be in the mainstream of 
nursing wherever it exists and we shoulG take whatever steps are needed to get us 
there. 
The past or "then" of the black nurse is analogous with other groups of blacks in 
r..{:(iicine, la\-1, education or any of the profP.ssions. The past or "then" of the 
black nurse is :.h'! samP. as it was for all blacks in this country. What we find 
in the "now" of an blacks is that although progress is being made in striking 
aown legal supp::rt for overt racism, there continues to exist covert racism which 
is even more difficult to identify~ prove or institute measures to correct. The 
current scene f:.1r the black nurse is that she is confronted not only with insti-
1:utional racis1:!, hut also institutional sexism. The majority group has a set of 
pt·actices, valtJes ,ind attitudes 1-1hich are based upon race. Males define a set 
cf practices~ ~d1u~s and attitudes which are directed toward females. The future 
of the black ~1..rse rests upon the elements of change which can only be initiated 
1.;.,- the blad. nurse. The future cf the black nurse rests upon whether or not we 
accept the status quo or recognize that we are far· from where we need to be. A 
few of the specific changes which black nurses need to move toward are: 
1. Increasing the number of blacks in nursing. 
2. Increas.ing the educational preparation of blacks in nursing. 
3. Identifying and rectifying inequities in quality and quantity of 
health care services for blacks and, therefore, for all minority 
groups. . 
4. Breaking down discrimination where it exists. 
5. Developing a mechanism for continuously monitoring the current 
status of black nurses and black health. 
Strategies for change must be carefully planned and based upon desired outcomes. 
If one wishes to change the structure of a social institution which functions to 
educate nurses or which functions in the delivery of health services, decisions 
must first be made about which functions of that structure can be changed without 
destroying the institution. Institutional structure and function are intricately 
related and social institutions meet a conmunity need. 
Another process which might be used to bring about change is altering existing · 
variables in the group which will benefit from the change. If, for example, one 
wishes to decrease neonatal mortality, improving the nutritional status of the 
pregnant woman prior to conception might be the best strategy which could be em-
ployed. 
The evolutionary process for change is a strategy Which is slow and time consuming. 
Step two precedes step one and many inter-related factors must exist before change 
can occur. 
The very radical strat~gies destroy social institutions and result in chaos and 
nothingness~· 
Very .simplistically, if we fold a piece of paper, we may alter its structure 
and function. We can always unfold if we desire. If we tear the paper we 
have altered its function even more, but we. can put the pieces back together. 
However, if we burn the piece of paper, nothing remains except ashes. 
The future of the black nurse rests with the black nurse. Any group which allows 
others to make decisions for them and therefore control and regulate them, has 
no future. Your involvement can be in any number of places and as you select 
your arena, always remember the past - or "then," the present - or "now,." so 
that we may in fact have a future. _. 
. COALITION OF NURSES FORA HUMAN RIGHTS TASK FORCE 
The Coalition is composed of nurses representing the 
following nursing organizations: New York Black Nurses.,. 
Gay Nurses• Alliance/New York and Philippine Nurses 
Association of New York. This Coalition came into existence 
to address the needs of minority nurses, as well as minority 
consumers. 
In 1972 the ANA formed the Affirmative Action Task Force 
to study the needs of minority nurses. In 1974 the Task Force 
recommended in a resolution that ANA encourage and promote 
Affirmative Action Programs on the state and local level. In 
1976 this Task Force ·was formally established as the Commission 
on Human Rights. 
A particu1ar concern of this Coalition is a need for quality 
. ·· health care that includes an awareness of culture» ethnicity and 
· alternate lifestyle of the consumer. Quality health care requires 
that nurses be knowledgeable about these aspects of a consumer's 
life. At present there ls 0 a serious.problem in·dissemination and 
. . 
sharing of knowledge relative to tllese aspects of patient, care to 
/J VII. 
WHEREAS, Quality health care for all Americans is a major concern of nursing; 
and 
WHEREAS, Quality health care requires recognition of differing perspectives 
in planning, giving and evaluating care for all people; and 
WHEREAS, The American Nurses' Association established a Conmission on Hwnan 
Rights in 1976; and 
WHEREAS, This Connission on Human Rights has reconmended that organizational 
units explore and take action on the needs of minority• nurses as 
· we 11 as consumers i the ref ore, 
BE ,IT RESOLVED THAT. The Voting Body reconmends to the B~ard of Directors of 
the New York State Nurses Association that it continue to honor its 
conmitment to develop and maintain quality standards for the 
profession of nursing by taking i1J111ediate steps to establish a 
Human Rights-Task Force; and be it further 
RESOLVED, That this Task Force shall analyze issues related to culture, 
ethnicity and alt,emate lifestyles of nurses and consumers of 
nursing servicesJLn order to effect high quality health care; 
and be it final lyj · 
RESOLVED, That this Task Force shall include representation from all minority 
groups similar to American Nurses' Association's Conlllission on 
Human Rights. 
*Minority being defined as a part of the population differing from others in 
some characteristic, and often subjected to differential treatment. 
Marie Branch, MA, RN, Toward re for a Multiracial Societ 
( 11Affinnative Action: Towar are for a tirac1a Soc1ety11 ; 
American Nurses' Association, 1976), p. 7 • 
copied:wmb 
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Submitted by CoalitioH of Nurses for a Human Rights Task Force: 
New York Black Nurses, Gay Nurses• Alliance/New York, Philippine 
Nurses Association 
rs•Avenue 
kl;yn., NewYork 
uacy 13., 1981 
Juanita Ifunter>. R.N. . . ·.·. . 
New\York State Nurses Association . 
127shirley Avenue 
Buffalo> New York 14215 
Dear Juanita: 
'lhe Coalltion received from NYSNA andreviewed the quest-
:1.onna.ires that were distributed at the convention program, "Hurren. . · 
Bights - Yours., 'lheirs and Ours.'' :[l'T.embers of the Coalition believe 
that the · 146 returned q~estionnaires is not.•· a good :indication of 
the actual number of persons who attended the convention progt'a!ll. 
'lhere were appro.x:inately 400 fact sheets distributed at the program 
by the Coalition :rre-r.bers. 
NYSNA's swnnary of·the program evaluations clearly validated 
that the participants had an :Increased awareness of culture, ethnicity 
and alternate lifestyles of health care consumers.· The· difficulty 
that participants expressed in translating this knowledge to the 
delivery of patient care dOOJ.Jmmts the need for further educational 
programs. 'lhe need for this effort and thrust was further substan-
tiated by the few negative responses. One respondent said it 
nicely, "We don!t lmowwhat we don't know." 
Progt>aID. evaluations were not forwarded to the Coalition but~. 
if you recall> several Coalition members made a quick appraisal of 
the sheets :llrnediately following the program. In exandrung the evalu- · 
ations it was noted that the .participants believed that: 
1. NYSNA does indeed need a m::,re active role 1n the arena 
of human rights which can be achieved by: .. · 
· a. · having an input :Into the recruitment of minorities 
into nursing. .. .· . 
b. ensuring that minorities have a greater visi-
bility and voiceon state and local levels • 
. c. acting as a ~tchdoe;. to ensure and preserve min-
ority rights. 
2. NYSNA has a responsibillty 1n disseminating education 
•· about minority nurses and minority health care co~sum- · 
ers.to·an nurses. . 
J/ '1bere was a. repeated caj.1 for NYSNA 's comnittment to . ·.. · 
.. be translated into action. · Several respondents speci-
. fically called for a formtion of a Council on Hurmn 
· · Rights. · This is consistent with Ethelerme Shaw's 
· reconmmdation to the Coalition m our meeting with 
her•· the· evening· bef'ore the program. · 
. . .. 
. . ....... In reviewing the mterial'on other SNA's hLllmn rights programs < 
· :provided by Gathy Welch, it was clear that. sane SNA's have translated th!i!ir · 
ccmnittment. :into action. . The Tollow1ng was. ident1fieq. by .the 
Coalition as :inportant: 
- adoption of a humm rights policy by the house of · 
delegates. 
- setting goals and/or subgoals and a timetable to neet 
these goals that stem from.a philosophy or policy of 
human rights. 
:... collection of dem:::,grapbic data on minority nurses on 
both a state and local level. It was made clear by 
the various SNA' s reports that this should be one of the 
. first actions to be undertaken. 
The Coalition believes that these actions will be helpful in establish-
ing programs which will improve the quality or health care relative to 
the culture, ethnicity and alternate lifestyle of the health consumer. 
We wish to thank you, Juanita, for your support, clirect1on 
and assistance in all our acconpllsbnents to date> and look forward to 
cont:muing this cooperative effort :ln future endeavors. 
S.~ inJ. l;y, 
Barbara Holder 
Coalition of Nurses for a 
Humn Rights Task Force. 
j 
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Trini Lum 
141-46 72 Avenue 
Flushing, New York 11367 
Tel.No.{212)544-2139 
The Nurse Graduate From Other Ia.nds 
'Whenever the nursing shortage becomes acute, providers o~ 
health care in. the U.S. recruits nurses,from other lands. In 
the SO's recruitment was done under a "Visitor!s\Exchange 
Program". The foreign nurse graduate {FNG) who came to the U.S. 
under this program held a temporary visa, was here to "learn" 
and work in hospital units and was paid a stipend. 
In the 60 1 s, FNG's entered the U.S. under a third preference 
permanent visa "available to qualified immigrant~ who are 
members of the professions or who, because of exceptional ability 
in the sciences or arts will substantially ~enefi~ prospectively 
the na:tional.. economy,. cul. tural interests, or ~el.fare of the U.S. "l 
Dur~-~he 70 1 s, ~he U.S. activel.y recruited FNG's under the 
H-I program. According to the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service, the FNG with an H-I visa is "a non-immigrant alien 
having a residence in a foreign country which he has no intention 
of abandoning, who is of distinguished merit and ability, and who 
is coming to the U.S., temporarily to perform services of an 
2 . 
exceptiona1 nature, requiring such merit and ability". The candi-
date is required to obtain a permit and a license soon after· 
., 
·"'¼,'i ~· I : . tf 
-I -·1 
':~, 
.. 
.. , 
•, 
entry. Many PNG's fail the SBTPE (State Board Test Pool Exam:Jnation),~:_. . . . ... .. "!~--. 
thus failing to obtain a license. At this point,departure from ·, 
the U.S. is necessary because o:r inability to practice the .profes .... , :_ ,'; 
. , . . . '
sional services for which the visa was granted. Those who do -.not >.f;·!-:t:.; 
or can not l.eJ1,ve the country are forced to take jobs such as 
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nurses aides with registered nurse responsibilities in unpopular 
shifts and/or out-of-the-way hospitals. Hence, they are expl.oited. 
Often, too, they are threatened with deportation. 
For some years now, there has been a growing concern for the 
high SBT~E failure rate of FNG's. In an effort to find a solution 
to the problem, the American Nurses Association and the National. 
\ 
League for Nursing jointly sponsored the establishment 0£ the 
Commission on Graduates of Foreign Nursing Schools •(CGFNS) in 
1977. The CGFNS states its purpose as, 1.) to prevent exploitation 
of foreign nursing school graduates who fail to pass state licensure.; ·,; 
and 2) to help assure the American public 0£ safe patient care. 
In order to accomplihh these purposes, the CGFNS·came up with a 
screening examination intended to determine the probabi1ity 
that the FNG will. pass the SPrPE after entry to the U.S. The 
CGFNS, ~hile supporting the U.N. Declaration of Human Rights 
regarding- :freedom o~ immigration, specifies that it neither 
d • • • • J encourages nor iscourages 1DU.grat1on. 
The CGFNS examination is given twice a year, in April and 
October in twenty eight centers around the world. The first 
examination was given in October 1978. This past October 1979, 
it was also given for the first time in.five centers in the 
United States, Chicago, Houston, Los Angel.es, Miami and Ne:w 
York for FNG's already~ this country. This screening examination-
covers proficiency in both nursing practice and English compre- • 
herision. The candidate pays $70 when taking it tor the first· . 
time, $50· for repeating both examinations and $2.S t9/ a ir~Ja.t 4 . ' . . ·;~;:Z·f,,~: 
English s·ection only. . .; . · t-" ., f''.°·: ft!~t 
The screening examination is not 
' _· ... -., -~~:\?}\~ 
en:forceabl.e 1: therefore,; i - · < ,._f~?i'.-
~-:: ~-·::~t7~~:{;_: 
~: ,!•;,'.,~" ·/.. .: .. -, 
.. 
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was not accomplishing its purpose, FNG's entered the country 
without·be~ screened. Thus, the next logical step seems to be 
to make it mandatory. In August 1979, the u.s. Immigration and 
Naturalization Service, in order to support the CGFNS, proposed 
an ammend:ment requiring the FNG to pass the CGFNS screening 
examination as a pre-requisite to visa issuance. 
Considerable furor resulted all the way :from California to 
New York in communities that were still aware of their ethnic 
background. Many questions were raised, some of the most 
common and significant ones are as :followssl) Why are FNG's 
screened by one examination {CGFNS) in order to take another 
examination (SBTPE) ·: _g) How reliable is the CGFNS examination 
as an indicator of the ability to pass the SBTPE, .J) Is this 
not a violation of human rights? (a) It is d~scriminatory to 
require FNG•s to pass two examinations (CGFNS an~ SBTPE) when 
the law requires passing one (SBTPE only) examination in order 
to pra.crice nursing, (b) FNG's are discouraged and/or ~revented 
from immigrating as a result of unecessary requirements and 
stresses, 4)Is ~here not a more equitable way to solve this 
problem that will meet the needs of the American public, nursing 
profession.as well as that of the FNG? 
Those that have raised questions generally concede that the 
high SBTPE .failure rate is a legitimate problem in need of a 
solution.-~hey agree with the CGFNS purposes but disagree with· 
how these purposes are met. There is a growing and festering 
mistrus·t b'~cause of' double-bind communication stemming ·from the· 
::~::};\:<((') .. 
,.•. ' 
.'-t '"'; ·r ·rr 
>,'!, 
·.,,,-;,. 
lack of .consistency between the stated CGFNS plll'pOses Sl\d i ~s y _ .·.:_:_·:,;.:,7'_I._:·.'~ . . . ~,:~: .. f't.'.:_:_·;..:.: 
_implementation. There is a need to reassess the assumptii>ns... · ·~.·; 
collect_~dditional data. look at the present met~od o£i-mple- _:·~~ ·;:. 
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mentation as they relate to the CGFNS purposes. 
Preventing Exploitation of the FNG 
On the average the nurse overseas pays a month to two 
months salary for the CGFNS examination fee. Added to this are 
hotel expenses and transportation costs :from their hometown to 
the examination site. The examination taken once is an economic 
sacrifice, Taken and failed several times, it is an economic 
and psychological catastrophe. Many do fail the examination 
because of difficulty with the English language. Thus, to allow 
those candidates who have language difficulty, to take the 
nursing examination which they have no realistic chance of 
passing is in itsel~ a form of exploitation. A Philippine news-
paper reported that of 1,642 examinees, only 9" passed the October 
. 6 
1979.CGFNS examination with_a tevenue of $90,216. 
The FNG' is · expected to- :take the first SBTPE after entry to 
the U.S. There is not ample time to adjust to the economic and 
socio-cultural changes and stresses that inevitably follow ~heir 
arrival. The FNG is teetering from the financial drain incurred 
by the expensive transportation cost from his/her country, the 
initial living expenses in the U.S., the cost of preparation 
{reviews and books) and :fees :from still another examination 
and its accompanying energy drain. It is no wonder, the majority 
· fail the SBTPE. 
No longer able to practice the proression for' which the'·· • 
visa was granted, the FNG must leave the country. Nowhere near 
having recovered her initial monetary outlay, the FNG fa:.'m a 
? 
financial bind and forced to take any jo't. Thus, the foundation 
;_ 
j 
1 
'.i 
,. J 
,' '.# 
:4 
·.1 I 
~---~ ~r 
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for further exploitation becomes a reality. 
An Alterng-t!ive 
An .English examination should be given first to screen those 
who have a realistic chance of passing the nursing part, which 
is in English. Requiring a satisfactory English examination as 
a pre-requisite for the nursing examination would reduce the 
..... ,! .. 
';~ 
. .. 
\ 
number of failures with its consequent psychological and ecbnomic 
devastation, It will discourage unrealistc hopes and unecessary 
economic sacrifices. Thus,the CGFNS would not be an inadvertent 
participant to the exploitative process which it seeks to prevent. 
A second step to preventing the exploitative process is to 
a11ow FNG's who pass the English examination, to take the SBTPE 
directly, in the candidate's own country. This will insure that 
nurses who do enter the U.S. will be licensed. To allow entry 
·· 1 
I 
·, .. ,_;··.: 
'f 
. :,~ 
,_ • I 
prior to licensure, knowing that the majority ( 80 and more) .~ 
I will face nonlicensure status within the year is to set them up I 
. ·i for and encourage exploitation. . . .,, 
It cost an estimated $174,582 to prepare the CGFNS exa.mina:t;ion. . ·-·i . 
I The nursing section, like the SBTPE, covers the five nursing areas,. . i 
is develpped by the NLN wider a $120,640 subcontract :from the _,'}J. 
commission. The English section is developed by the Educational ,-: J; 
Testing Service under a $53,942 subcontract • also .from the· 
8 
commission. Since the SBTPE already exists, the cost of developing 
another but similar examination is eliminated. Administering 
the SBTPE to FNG's will result in more candidates taking the 
i .·. . 
\: .. ·.·.· ._ 1 •·. -
ff} .·· 
-.me 1:~:i:;:: ::s::: :::0::e e:::~: • ot the SMPE adllinist8r•~J:'. f:Fi{;~,; 
overseas can not be maintained, since the CGFNS examination requi~,~~ · •· 
as much security as the SBTPE, if results are to be vali,d. The 
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savings in avoiding duplication of cost and wqrk can be used 
towards more stringent security measures at home and abroad, 
thus preventing future licensing problems similar to the Jul.y 
9 1979 one. 
Assuring the American Public of Safe Care 
A nurse's :failure to pass the SBTPE is an indication that 
\ 
the nurse has not met minimal standards :for safe nursing practice. 
Such being the case, would it not be valid to conclude that a 
nurse who practices, (as on a.permit)who subsequently fails the 
SBTPE has been practicing unsafely ? Allowing FNG's into the · 
U.S. without first ascertaining licensure is not assuring the 
American public of safe patient care according to presently 
established standards, 
An Alternative 
Require licensure prior to entry into the country. This 
means giving the SBTPE in the FNG's country o:f.' origin. Li.censure 
prior to entry is the only sure way to assure public saf'ety_if 
this is the standard used. 
Human Rights 
Every human being has a right to be treated :f~irly and 
without discrimination. By law, the U.S. educated nurse is 
required to pass the SBTPE to obtain a license to practice 
nursing. To ·require the FNG to pass the CGFNS emmination lilU1 
SBTPE is discl'iminatory since it sets a double standard. 
This doubie standard imposes unecessary dif'1'icul.ty by com-
: pounding &JCP,e~ses and stresses. In ei'f'ect, such di:tficul:tJ. :will :'j~:'. 
, :scoura~~r:r even preventuany potentialPNG's' ~:,:~~:,~:[I 
i',"'· '!'"' 
·, ... 
7 s.·:'·jf}i•.:,'f;}. : :- t} --• .. \Jf~),;, 
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to the u.s. Therefore, it violates another human right - the 
right of' an individual to immigrate. Thia also directly contra-
dicts the CG~ position of neither encouraging nor discouraging 
immigration~· 
Conclusion 
The FNG is not a threat but a human resource. Like any other 
resource, it shoul.d not be abused or neglected but preserved and 
nurtured;;, ~here is no evidence that they are talcing jobs away 
from nurses in this country. They :fill a definite.need in Ameri-
can society by going and giving nursing care to patients in 
- ··1-· ·_-~_-_.·.• ___ ·: __ 
•· "'!' 
; '•' { 
. : . ·t .• -. 
----~-j: -It -• places and hours where otherwise none or very limited professional 
nursing exists. They bring their diverse cultural backgrounds and ~- . 
. ' ~. ' . 
make it available to a culturally diversified and pluralistic 
American society. 
' ..,: . 
It is highly significant that the FNG's highest state board 
failure rate lias been in psychiatric nursing which contains the 
largest percentage of psycho-social questions. As-more and.more 
'• psychiatric concepts are incorporated into the other areas of 
nursing,.the failure rate also shifted and increased in the-other 
areas o:f nursing. The cu1tural orientation o:r the examinee 
determines,her/his choice of the 'right' answer to these psycho-
soc:dal. questions, since meanings change with' each· -cultural -group. C: 
As Dorothy E. Reilly says, "A pluralism o:f' value systems now · - · 
characte':i-l"ies a society~ :•As the· 'melting pot~::,:tne<>ry is ·1oeing ·f.! 
· its significance, the acceptance of multi-varied-··cu1ture groups·;· 
.· -' . 
is becoming prevalent •••• the concepts of health, illness and sick•• 1·_,: 
-- -- -- . . - -.-· - -- ' ·,,'·;<"-' - ·.,; '., ; ·::,;, - '.::/-.: 
role have 'particular meanings to different ~~.llPE!•' we now need· : . ':.\{ . 
. ~.. , ' 
:to respect these diversi:ties as we provide oup:~re •••• n\U'Sil'lg• - "·· 
·. . ·, ... _-.:-, :·'{_ . " 
process enables us to value more these diversities but we are 
challenged not to bias our assessments ot interventions on the 
' · 10 
basis of our value system. " Much of this thinking is applicable 
. 'f 
to how we-view and handle the FNG. Do we let our value system 
allow us.t~,assess the FNG as not having enough nursing knowledge 
·_ to function in our society because of :failure ih an examination 
that is conceptually based on the needs of a 'cUltural.ly uni-
lateral American society'? In fact, the U.S. has always been 
and becoming incrssingl.y multi-cultural as is the rest of the 
world because of transportation technology. I:f consumers of 
health care are mulp,,cultural, what better way to meet these 
needs than to have multi-cultural health providers. 
~~'O 
lJ\\SJA 
~h.\-,CM 0~ 
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PHILIPPINE NURSES ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK, INC. - .. :_.;,:,:,•:· _, 
The organization was originally established in 1929 as the Philippine 
Nurses Association of Greater New York & New Jersey. In 1979, the name 
of the organization was ehanged ta Philippine Nurses Association of New 
York, Inc. 
The organization is a member of the Federation of Philippine Nurses Asso-
ciations, which is a national organization. It is also a member of the 
Philippine Communities Executive Council (PCEC). 
The purposes of the Philippine Nurses Association Inc •. are a 
A. To unite a].1 Filipino nurses in New York State in their constant endea-
vor to promote the highest standards of professional practice, educa-
tit...nal and cultural advancement, and so~io-econom.ic stabili_ty. 
B. To uphold the rights and prerogatives of Filipino nurses practicing in 
the United States, within the framework of existing laws and organiza-
tional policies. 
C. To study, discuss, and exchange information regarding problems and 
issues relevant to nursing p£actice, education, and research. 
D. To provide continuing education designed to assist practitioners in 
identifying and fulfilling their goals and responsibilities. 
E. To hold Meetings at intervals for the advancement of purposes of' this 
association. 
F. To 5ecure and support legislation that would improve and enhance the 
pr~ctice of nursing as defined. 
G. To cooperate lawfully with other professional organizations, health care 
institutions, universities, indust~ies, technical societies, research 
organizations, and government agencies in matters affecting the purposes 
of the Association. 
Categories of membership in this Associ~tion are: 
A. Acthre: Any professional nurse oI Filipino ethnic origin currently regis-
tered under the professional nurse licensure laws of New York and/or 
any other State of the Union. 
B. Associate: Any professional nurse of Filipino ethnic origin registered 
under the licensure laws of the Philippines and/or any country other 
than the Unites States. 
c. Honorary: Any outstanding leader in nursing and allied fields, a Philip-
pine or United States government of£icial, member of the diplomatic corps 
or any individual who has made valuable contributions towards the 
achievement of objectives of the Association and the nursing profession, 
who is conferred honorary membership, by virtue of a two-thirds vote of 
the Board of Directors. 
The Organization has constantly endeavrirfld ·to meet the above-stated purposes 
in a variety of ways. 
For .further information, . 
Please write: Mrs. Eufemia Sonza James 
40-28 A 73 Street 
Woodside, New York 1137? 
Or call: Trini Lum 
(212)544-21)9 
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THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
SUl1PrlaPy of Convention 1980 Convention Prof]Pam: Human Rights -
.YoUPs., Theira, and Oza,s 
Part A 
Sponsored by NYSNA and The CoaZition of Nurses 
for Hu:na:n Rights Task Fo:r>ae 
The participants were requested to respond to the statements by using a range 
of 1-5 to indicate whether they strongly agreed (1), strongly disagreed (5), 
or fell somewhere in between (2-4). The mean scores for each statement were: 
As a result of this program, I ~ave: 
I) An increased awareness of culture, 
ethnicity and alternate lifestyles 
of health care consumers; 
2} An Increased awareness that quality 
health care requires knowledge of 
culture, ethnicity and alternate 
lifestyles of the healthcare 
consumer; 
3) Become infonned about the problems 
of dissemination cf infonnation to 
nurses relating to this aspect 
(culture, ethnicity and alternate 
lifestyles) of nursing care. 
Mean Score 
2.35 
4.00 
2.14 
Most participants felt the program had increased their awareness of culture, 
ethnicity and alternate lifestyles of health consumers and also, infonned them 
of the problems of dissemination of infonnation to nurses relating to this. Most 
participants·, however, felt the program had not increased their awareness that 
quality health care requires knowledge of culture, ethnicity and alternate life-styles of the health care consumer. 
Part B 
Responses to the request to check the dissemination method that would best meet 
the respondents• need for cultura11y related patient information were: 
Method 
C9ntinuing Education Programs 
NYSNA Publications 
Printed Material 
District Publications 
Speater•s Bureau 
No. Checked 
105 
76 
70 
56 
40 
{over). 
· ·\other 
Part·c 
··• Workshops 
Media-Public Programs . • 
lV and Radio 
Films 
Preamble to the Constitution 
EducaUon with Children in Elementary 
School . 
Personal Contact and Dialogue 
1 
1 
Responses to the open-ended question,. "What else would you like to know about 
this aspect of nursing care?" were: 
Response Category 
.More infonnation 
Research 
Need to generalize beyond minorities 
Need help in daily practice 
Continuing education 
Person-to-person contact 
Graduate courses 
Journal articles 
TV-radio; self-education; bibliography 
Other 
No. 
of·• Respondents 
THE NEW YORK STATE. NURSES ASSOCIATION · 
Sw,mapy of Opinicna:i.re re Human Rights 
[?'011/ 1980 .Convention "Program 
i· of 
C, 
N:tSNA and Coalition of NUPses fo2• Human Rights Task Foree 
No. and% Responding to Need Questions 
Response 
. Need Question Yes No Both or No Answer 
No. % No. % No. "' b 
More Min. in Nsg. -"' 67 36 23 15 10 in N.Y.S. :104: 
NYSNA Recruit. Min. in Nsg. '-99 65 44 29 10 6 More Min. in hl'SNA Activities 117 76 18 12 19 12 
' -
No. and% Responding to NYSNA Influence Questions 
Question NYSNA Can 
Influence: 
Educaiion Members re H.R. 
Nsg. Care Minorities 
Increase Min. f n Nsg .. 
Response 
Yes No 
No. % No. 
134 88 11 
137 93 2 
111 72 24 
Both or 
No Answer ., No. % ,. 
7 
1 
16 
125 Schroeders Avenue 
Brooklyn, New Yori<: 11239 
January 13, 1.981 
Juanita Htmter, R.N. 
llew York State Nurses Association 
127 shirley Avenue 
Buf'f'alo., New York 14215 
Dear Juanita: 
'lhe Coalition received f'rcm NYSNA and reviewed the quest-
ionnaires that were distributed at the convention program, "HUIIBI'L 
PJ..ghts - Yours, 'lheirs and Ours." Members of the Coalition believe 
that the 146 returned qutestionnaires is not a good indication of 
the actual number of persons who attended the convention program. 
'lhere were approxinate]y 400 fact sheets distributed at the program 
by the Coalition members. 
NYSNA's summry of the program evaluations clearly validated 
that the participants had an increased awareness of culture, ethnicity 
and alternate lifestyles of health care consumers. 'Ihe difficulty 
that participants expressed in translating this lmowledge to the 
delivery of patient care d~nts the need for further educational 
programs. 'lbe need for· this effort and thrust was further substan-
tiated by the few negative responses. One respondent said it 
nicely., ''We don!t lmow what we don't know." 
Program evaluations were not forwarded to the Coalition but, 
if you recall, several Coalition meni:>ers na.de a quick appraisal of 
the sheets imnedia.te]y following the program. In exam1ning the evalu-
ations it was noted that the participants believed that: 
1. NYSNA does indeed need a nnre active role in the arena 
of human rights which can be achieved by: 
a. having an input into the recruitment of minorities 
into nursing. 
b. ensuring that minorities have a greater visi-
bility and voice on state and local levels. 
c. acting as a watchdog to ensure and preserve min-
ority rights. 
2. NYSNA has a responsibility in disseminating education 
about minority nurses and minority health care consum-
ers to all nurses. 
3. There was a repeated call for NYSNA' s conmittment to 
be translated into action. Several respondents speci-
fically called for a forne.tion of a Council on Human 
Rights. This is consistent with Ethelerine Shaw's 
reconmmda.tion to the Coalition in our meeting with 
her the evening bef~ the program. 
In reviewing the material on other SNA' s h1.mBn rights programs 
provided by Gathy Welch, it was clear that sane SNA' s have translated their 
carmittnl?nt into action. 'lhe following was identified by the 
.·· Coalition· as 1lrportant; ·, 
' ~. adoption of a · hunmi rights policy by the house of 
dele,f!p.tes. · 
- setting· goals. and/or subgoals and a t:Inetable to .·meet 
these goals that stem fran a phllosophy or policy of ' human rights •. • . . . 
- collection of. denx,graphic data on m1nor1ty·nurses on 
both a state and local level. It was nade clear by 
· the various SNA • s · reports that this should be one of the 
.first actions to be undertaken. · 
'Ihe Coalition believes that these actions will be helpful in establish-
1.ne; programs which will .improve the quality of health care relative to 
the culture., ethnicity and alternate lifestyle of the health consumer. 
We wish to thank you., Juanita, for your. support, direction 
and assistance 1n all our accorrplisbnents to date, and look forward to 
continuing this cooperative effort 1ri future endeavors. 
THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
NYSNA AND COALITION OF NURSES FOR HUHAN RIGHTS TASK FORCE 
Opi,nionnal:re re Buman R{.ghta 
October 20, 198o . 
1. Do you think there lJ a need for Increased n&11Ders of ethnic 111lnorltles. 
In nursing In New York,.State? . 
Yes No --- ---
If yes, how do you think this can be accomplished? 
2. ·Do you think that NYSNA should beactlvttly Involved tn 
Into nursing? 
Yes No --- ---
If ·yes, how do you thfnk this can ·be accotl1)1 lshed1 · · 
. If no, why notr 
3. Do you think there Is a need for Increased nllli,ers of ethnic ancLother 
ml.norltles actively Involved In NYSNA activities? 
Yes --- No __ _ 
If yes, haw do you think this can be acc:oq,llshed? 
~. Do you think NYSNA can effectively Influence: 
a. Education of t ts memers re hman rights? 
b. Nursing care of cuHura11y dherse cllents? 
c. Increasing minority enrollment In nursing? 
d. Other (please specify) 
. 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
If yes to any of the above, how do you think ft can be.accoq,Hshed1 
No 
No 
No 
